
 

 

SOCHI 
7 days 6 nights 

 

DAY 1 
  
Arrival in Sochi.  
Transfer to the hotel. Check-in.  
Excursion to the Olympic park, where the most 
important Olympics venues are located. Guests will 
see the stadiums, Sochi Autodrom Formula 1, the 
Olympic torch and guide will tell about construction 
of the venues and the Olympic games of 2014.  
The excursion terminates with a mesmerizing 
evening musical fountain show.  
Duration: 3 hours  
Meals: At own expense.  
  

DAY 2 
  
Breakfast at hotel.  
Sightseeing tour around the city.  
Visiting the main attractions –viewing platform on 
the Akhun mountain, Riviera park, the Sycamore 
alley, St. Prince Vladimir temple, St. Michael the 
Archangel cathedral, amazing architectural 
ensemble of the Sea Port and “Zimniy” theatre.  
Return to the hotel.  
*optional: pax can stay downtown for shopping/free 
time  
Duration: 4-5 hours  
Meals: Breakfast only  

  

DAY 3 
  
Jeeping tour  
Have an unforgettable time, extreme and peaceful at 
the same time, see the most beautiful natural corners 
of city of Sochi, enjoy an exciting journey through the 
partial off-road jeep.  
Duration: 4-5 hours  
Meals: Breakfast only     
 

DAY 4 
 

Breakfast at the hotel.  
Check-out.  
Transfer to the Mountains.  
A picturesque rout through the mountains, straight to 
the ski tracks of the most famous ski resort – Roza 
Khutor, where guests will enjoy beautiful landscapes, 
architectural sophistication and crystal clear mountain 
air.  
Take the lift on the cable ways will allow guests to 
admire unforgettable view on the on the Caucasus 
mountain range and the Olympic facilities.  
Check in the hotel.  



 

 

The resort offers wide range of activities, like rope parks, Master classes for archery, arts, eco-trails, horse 
riding, etc, that guests can experience on their own.  
Duration: 4 hours  
Meals: Breakfast only.   
 
 

DAY 5 
  
Breakfast at the hotel.  
SKYPARK AJ HACKETT SOCHI  
Adventure Park first in Russia at the height of the 
founder of bungee jumping AJ Hackett. Joint Russian-
New Zealand project c company AJ Hackett 
International.  
The park is located in the Sochi National Park, a scenic 
location Ahshtyrskaya gorge in the Mzymta river valley 
on the road to Krasnaya Polyana. The park is located in 
the relict forest that grow Colchis boxwood, jasmine, 
rhododendron Pontian and other rare plants.  
The centerpiece of the park holds the world's longest 
suspended footbridge skybridge length of 439 m, in 
which everyone can take a fascinating trip.  
Also located on site Skypark built rope park "Mowgli" adventure, observation platforms with spectacular views, 
an interactive museum world bungee jumping. Recently opened amphitheater, which will host concerts and 
festivals, and soon guests of the park will delight the gourmet restaurant on the edge of the gorge Ahshtyrskaya.  
Duration: 4 hours   

 
DAY 6 
  

Breakfast at the hotel.  
Tour to the neighbor Mountain resorts – Gorki gorod 
and Laura.  
All the resorts are constructed in their unique 
architectural style and offer different types of 
entertainments – water parks, Aviary Zoo complex, 
bike parks, adventural park on heights and many 
others.  
Optional:  
Check out from the hotel.  
Transfer to Krasnodar – the capital of the 
Krasnodarskiy region (by minivan, without guide).  
Check in the hotel.  

 

DAY 7 
 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
The city tour around Krasnodar  
Sightseeing tour with a visit to the most beloved parts 
of the Krasnodar Krasnaya street Kubano-Quay, 
Teatralnaya square, public garden and many others.  
Transfer to the airport/railway station  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

The price includes:  
 
✓ Accommodation in ½ Twin rooms (for 3 pax – Trpl), 3* hotels, 3 nights in the city, 3 nights in the 

mountains.  
✓ Meals: breakfast only;  
✓ Transfers and transportation per program; 
✓ English-speaking guide services as per program (around 5 hours per day);  
✓ Entrance tickets per program (Akhun mountain, Sky park, lift on the cable way, Jeep tour).  
 
The price does not include:  
 
✓  International air tickets 
✓  Meals: lunch and dinner 
✓  Refreshment drinks and alcoholic beverages;  
✓  Photo/video charges in museums and sights.  

 


